
SRX-Pro 5.0 is i3 International's latest digital video 
management software. This new release features 

enhanced functionnality for a user-friendly and 
flexible remote video viewing experience

Supports Loss Prevention 
& Operations all at once
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SRX-Pro 5.0 is easy to use on a computer or 
with a remote connection through mobile 
devices. Integrated with Alert center, you can 
receive alerts in realtime from anywhere and 
review the footage within seconds. 

Video sharing is simplified with a backup to 
Dropbox.

SRX-Pro server/Remote 5.0 can support more 
IP cameras at a higher frame per second than 
ever before! This added performance makes 
for a smooth multi-viewing experience. The 
main viewing monitor now offers dDisplay and 
this release supports a full-screen Joystick 
camera control for quick review of live footage 
and precise searches.

Optional intelligent features such as PACDM 
for text overlay help identifying potential 
frauds while the LPR (License Plate 
Recognition) module will store data on the 
server and send alerts based on pre-set 
triggers.

With HeatMap and Region Count, the user 
can draw a box directly on the screen and 
within seconds, can understand traffic and 
dwell time in that area. Door Count is also 
available with SRX-Pro Remote 5.0. All the 
modules can be ordered at the time of 
purchase or at a later date.

SRX-Pro Server/Remote 5.0 offers the flexibility and reliability of a powerful 
video management software and is designed to give you the potential of turning 

it into a cost-effective tool that can serve multiple areas of your business!
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For more information on i3’s SRX-Pro, please visit: www.i3international.com or call 1.866.840.0004 R
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A POWERFUL DIGITAL VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Boosted performance,
seamless experience!

The tools to work
efficiently

Experience great peace of mind with the new Server Auto Upgrade feature.

Searches are made easy with the improved image pop up, a part of the search function.

Supports direct backup to Dropbox folder; sharing videos just got easier!

An affordable solution for analog systems! SRX-Pro 5.0 supports i3's embedded DVR system.
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Available
on IOS, 
Android 


